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MODERNIZATION OF WEATHER SUPPORT TO THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTF1

DTIC
Billie F. Boyd. John E. Erickson MARO 0 i

and Thomas N. Myers U
Office of the Staff Meteorologist

Eastern Space and Mlissile Center B
._, . "60 , Patrick An . Florida

1. INTRODUCTION so close, a lend breeze is not so discernible.
When a land breeze occurs, it is generally from

Probably the most difficult, and certainly the the southwest to northwest at less than 5 knots.

o. mst visible .issio of Detachment 1,. 2d The s bredis e . este an area of convergence
Weather Squadron of the United StatesAir Force's r0fbrrd to a e me breese front. The sea
Air Weather gervire is support to the Space brasse frost 16 the ars of most frequent ctn-
; tt p '.- system. como.nly referred to is vective activity i tho Caee area. The. fretnt

the Space Shuttle. In addition to the crucial generally penetrates 23-30 miles inla. Tuin-
weather supoort provided for launch and landings, derstorme and teinahowers are cousun. but gener-

we also have. furerAtting responsibilities for ally dissipate before the sea breeve retreats L.

Cape flow ViperAtions. These operations begin the Indian River. The ares borders on the

with the nrt ival of the payload(s), which go to highest frequency of th~understors in 01c 1 riLCed
the various processing facilities where they are States. and in the summer months approo. ,
pr- pared foi flight and eventually end up on the high it frequency as anywtherc in the v- 10.
launch pad ready for mission. For the first Central Florida has over 100 tniderstor- ,,'r,
nine S',ttic launches, the processing time per year. with approximatelv 6,.' of th, --
varied elr- 668 davs for the first launch to as tiurring in thret, molths, thtu the than, u' ,f
t- , i days for the eighth. Needless to say, thunderstorm on any given st rm t day 1 it ,i
tte lot of contingency time during the nately 501. Steering level winds (800O-1.'01O(1
fi.t '. diuttle launches so any weather fee., with a westerly camp, t will inv,ri.ahv

ul.,', d be absorbed. In the future, how- bring these showers across KSC/tCAFS. heo t, "
% evvr, the goal is to reduce the processing time is a strong discernible land breeze of tove I''

St, 14 day between mitJjons. A two week Lurn- knots, nocturnal thunderstorms n',d raitl,ho-r,
around does not provide cont i.gency tie for will occur 30-55 miles out in the Atlanti( o't 4 .
Weathtr. Any future delays in Cape flow oper- An easterly component steering level wind will

;tions aused by weather will have a resultant bring these showers into the Care area. lTc e,-t

" tdulay In the launch which could result In thou- frequent time of occurrence of these n,,tttntl
sands, if not millions of dollars in excess showers is just before sunrise. Ample initi t,"

costs. With this iasind, NASA and the IISAF. at in the ares also can produce troublesome o.'t
the local level, formed a joint Meteorological stratus, especially from late fall through t11v
System. Modernizatton Program (?lSMP). This ,pring. A slight upslopt In the St. .lmn'S I 

r
- t

g roiup is co-chaired by Directorate of Space valley Is a frequent formton, area for folt;.

Station and Advaned Projects, Technology Pro- btratus formation. However, most of this f-- -11

jects Office (PT-iPO) of Kennedy Space Center stratus remain in the valley area unlv, gri

._ic.(NASA) and Detachment ii (ESMC./WE) of Patrick ent level winds (500 feet) are from a soutttwt';

Air Force Base (USAF). The purpose of this to west-northwest direction at over 15 kn.t.

group is to upgrade the inplace forecast tech- Sea fog and stratus are rare in the are.,. lh.-,

n[logy ft. ensure the challenges of Shuttle ocrur in the spring when the Gulf Stream mcaodei s

weather support can be met. further westwerd than normal and there is a . u-

a- equent Intrusion by the colder Littoral Current

.. 1-:01RAPI[C V.FFFf:TS ON WEATHER off Cape Canaveral. Generally, two or mot4 days
of persistent northwesterly flow preccdes a.

Foremost of the geographic effects on the area fog occurrences. Sea fog forms in the eddy arci'.

Is the Atltitic Ocean .ind the associated land/ between the two currents, and the onset of a

sea bre,' v. Tite ea. breeze occurs sear round northeasterly component sea breeze will mot' thi,

tbut is most common in thle spring, summer and fog and stratus, inland.

Rt,,rly fall. Florida's Interior temperatures

0 enetlly are 1O-15 degrees higher than the 3. CAPE OPERATIONS

sutrf temperature before the sea breeze begins

during mid-morning. It normally lasts until 'the Shuttle Lending Facility (SI.F) Is Iorat-'1t

around 3 hours after sunset. Speed of the sea miles northwest of pad 39A and is orientated

breeze Is generally 7- knots with gusts to 330-150 degrees. The SLF Is 15,t00 feet 1,g aI

_ ,. 12-13 knots. With the Banana and Indian Rivers 300 feet wide with a 1,000 foot overrun on citlitt

Appieod la Spu mamm a1I
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end. The Shuttle Landing Facility Is used only launch and would damage the thermal protection

for landings of the orbiter and for practice system tiles on the orbiter. In January 85, the
landings and take-offs by the astronauts. All launch of mission 51-C was delayed due to the

other landings in the areas. for example by C5 occurrence of below freezing temperatures. For

cargo aircraft are done at the Cape Canaveral similar reasons. precipitation cannot be occur-

Air Force Station on what is called the Skid ring at KSC or forecast for any of the return to

Strip. Payloads brought in by C5 are unloaded launch sites, or end of mission locations nor for

and convoyed back to the various processing the period of ET loading through launch. in
facilities at KSC. When a payload is returned addition to these weather constraints. we also

from outer space aboard the orbiter, the vehicle have severe weather constraints. Launch is not

is towed back along the tow road to one of the allowed when thunderstorm are within 5 miles or

Orbiter Processing Facilities (OPFs). In the if the trajectory would be within 3 miles of an
OPF the payloads are removed, the payload bay anvil cloud. Flight is also restricted through

is reconfigured for the next mission, broken clouds with tops above -20"C. These constraints

tiles are repaired, brakes ire fixed, etc. Once arm due to the concern with induced lightning

the orbiter is ready, it is towed to the Vehicle strikes. this actdally occurred during the

Assembly Building (VAB) where it is put in an -launch of Apollo 12 and, although It didn't

upright position and stacked oh top of the affect the vehicle, NASA is very concerned with

Mobile Launch Platform where it is mated with the effect a lightding strike would have on the

the Solid Rocket Boosters (SRam) and the Exter- highly coouteriaed Orbiter. This concern was

al Tank (ET). Once this process Is complete Illustrated during theAuguat launch of STS-8.
the entire Mobile Launch Platform is transported Two hours prior to the launch, the Launch Di-

along the crawlerway 4.1 miles to Launch Complex rector wes ready to stop the count and delay for

39A, typically a 6 to 8 hour trip during which 24-hours because of thunderstorms. However.
the vehicle is vulnerable to weather. The based upon the radar and the satellite pictures.

,I Laut,,h Platform, along with the vehicle., we recommended he continue the count because we

is left on the pad after the crawler pulls out felt the system would move through and allow him

from underneath it. The vehicle is launched to launch. Based on our forecast, he cont inucd

from the Mobile Launch Platform. the count and NASA was able to successfolly

launch STS-8 with only a 17 minute delay dJe to
4. WEATHER CONSTRAINTS weather. As mentioned before, thunderstorms and

the associated lightning are a significant con-
When the vehicle is on the pad it can withstand cern to KSC and CCAFS because we are in one of

steady-state winds up to 49 knots from any di- the highest areas of thunderstorm activity In
rect ioit. Being in a hurricane area. NASA needs the United States. The constraints for landic

48 hours notice of any hurricane or tropical are the same as theo@ for launch with the addi-

stform cxpet ted to arrive in our area in order tion of no light to moderate turbulence.

to allw time to get the vehicle back to the Although the crew can no longer eject, we still
VAH. For launch, surface winds can't exceed have "recovery area" constraints for the reco-

23 knots steady state or gusts to 34 knots ecry of the SRBs.

(230:34) from any direction unless the winds are

within a 60" arc centered on south. In that
case. it can only take 15G24 knots. The reason TABLE I
for this difference is that when the vehicle is

launched it has a tendency to drift northward

towards tile fixed service structure. If the PROBABILT OF NO-GO FOR NORMAL END or MISSION

winds are southerly in excess of 1524 knots. FOR ANY ONE OF THE FIVE LISTED CONSTRAINTS

the vehicle may drift too far north and possi- HR HR HR lip
bly hit the fixed service structure. As far as LOCAL TIME 03 09 15 21

landings are concerned. (Return to Launch Site
(RTLS). Abort Once Around (AOA), and End of 4 57 65 44

Mission (EOM)) the maximu gusts can be no 30 47 75 39
greater than 25 knots head wind, 10 knots cross- 37 51 75 47

wind, or 10 knots tall wind. The 25 knot head SEP5 49 49
in n h oDEC 45 49 49 40

wind and the 10 knot tail wind usually are no

problem. Crosswinds, however, continue to be a Constraints:

problem. We also have ceiling/visibility con-

straints for RTLS, AOA. EOM; the cloud coverage I. Thunderstorms

cannot he greater than 5/10 and the visibility

cannot be less than 7 miles. The landing pro- 2. Precipitation
ress is still a manual operation requiring the 2 p
pilot t, g.ide the orbiter in; hence, the pilot 3. Ceiling 4 20.000 feet or visibility < 8

mist be able to ste the runway. Temperatures nautical miles

cannot be greater than 99* or less than 31'. .*

(reater than 99* is no problem because the 4. Peak heod wind > 25 kts

mtaximum temperature ever recorded at the SLF 4-Pa-ha

is only 98*. Temperatures less than 31F. 5. Peak crosswind > 1O kta
however, can be a problem. During liquid oxy- CA
gen (L.OX) loading of the external tank the cold

temperatures have a tendency to enhance ice

buildup on tile outside of the external tank.

This ice buildup could then come loose during / I

K'A 14
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ofhis i Meerlondingl isoteMdrizablen Proasste initial te dirctio fia er urhse ns the
exrac.Te reons thaereencefod: (ASA reort. aniut an uprae etorthiagsyti. Thve amoriiale

of te Icresedmisionfreueny ad () b- wth thnsistsik of d thendiuthgindretion fickdt
5.us IPo E N ic eFF TS ladn opotnirsatKa poso anocate atic torngulte no the pos ti

inth should .n he apparen whfwreec widertain ton o3 tile. We u-ogon lightning srk.AD ossso
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time between launches will decrease from about ed a low gain subsystem embedded within the medi-
44 months to as little as two weeks. This means us gain system. One low gain DF is lucatcd at
the extraordinary effort on the part of the Titusyille-Cocee Airport and the other sharvs the
forecasters In the past must become ordinary lasidiLg medium g#Ixu location at north KS( , pti-
effort in thin future. tt also means that crid- - .ljaidagibaeline perpendicular to the Titan
-. 1w~ih' decisions, oiruh ait -orred durIng Launch Complex 40. The inpgrade gives is .,vi-',.
STS-S, will occur more frequently. Secondly, display output that allows onc to mee where the
there are the increased KSC landings. To illu- lightning strikes are occurring on a near real-
strate the Impact this has on weather forecast- time basis. Thie low-gain upgrade is being drivi
ing, let's go tharough a landing scenario. The by four Titan requirements. First, thev wanted
forecasting process actually starts about 24 better position accuracy; with the liw gsin ts
hours prior to landing, at which time Important tem the detection accuracy of a lighinituv Ii ikv
decisions are heing made. For exaimple, do we should be within 200 Pete-rs . Second. l'-i I-I
deploy a convoy to Edwards. when do we start stroke detection was also re~quired 1in th.-up
expending gasses. etc.? The forecast ia con- grade. in Florida ahout 99, of the liktie,.
tinual ly up-dated And at the three hour Point strokes are negat~.r strokes which iow.'r ii-i~t 1v.

the decision as to where to land Is made. The charges to the ground. The remaining l -xc.'
forecast Is then up-dated again at the go-minute itive strokes which lower positive th.ir,r te, t.. th-
point--the decision as to when to land is made. ground. Thee* positive -trokes Are mu' h trit-
Somewhere near the 60-minute point, just after powerful so our Titan customers also wanted It!-
the last revolution passes over the United capability to detect them. Third. they want-1
States. the final landing decision is made and the LLP system tied to the Ranpe timing nstiem.
the reentry rockets are fired. Once the reentry Fourth, was the capability to record th' outpt

Cdrockets are fired the Shuttle in committed to from the LL' system. Another lightning nast,, I
landing. While landing. it's essentially a 99 ISC/CCAPS is called the launch Pad Lii1.iiecof,% -0u
ton glider with no go around capabilities in the Warning System (LPLWS). The l.PI.WS ci.n-siut'i "t
case of a miscalculation or unforecast severe electric fieldt mills on CAt'S and KSC. lilt si-
weather. flow to Improve forecasts was riot so field mills seenite the static field at the gr-it
ilbviousi. We have undertaken a four proniged ap- level associated with a build-up III elci ii,

prod. h as follows: charge within the cloud. The informat ion Is Aet
to the Range central computer complex whti it'

5.1 Weather Towes processed and displayed on a terminnal ti' iatilf

We had 1t permanent weather instrumented towers an tburfom
locnted throughout the CCAFS and KSC. These 5.3 Radar
varv In lieight ft )in %4 feet up to 500 feet. We
had thicteen 54 foot towers, two 2(10 foot 'w- The third prong in our mod,rni,rit elf-f

Olcr5. -out one 511f)i -irt tower. To thin system we to procure a new weather rair . 71,C o , t i
have ;Ahded nine temporarv towers wthich extend here is to replace the aging Fin-77 Ititir. .l

0-o sonten westwarcd. These tempcrarV tnwers it's 60's design and 50's archl1te.re., ,.it!
will give us better resoliotin of the low level new WSR-74C radar. An unosual fiatut.- 40'h

(.-i fhow 4nid hopefully improve thur forecast -npa- system is that the radar dmst Is locateif
h'lil tic f,,r thu-!--rototrms which develop in- to the south on top) of building 421 at t'I!Cik

cuhlly. The outpot from th*'u towers is in both AFt whjie operational control is localid f,
* ~t.-iblar And graphic display. The data are also Caps Canaveral Fore~asR. facility. The u..- n.

optfinto our diffusion prediction model. have reaoted the, system it. th,, kFl constrxo'
l-ivr to- location of a toxi spill, the con- the Cape associated with processing of-1
-Itirut ion. and the spill rate. the model cal- aiyieitda. Techrirally. the ,I4L hits , ti-

I lait. i ite direction of the uiffo, ,.-, the ty to detect rainfall At the rat. IfI I

'thai -f the angle fit which It will spread, and per hour. The reason wi need this cit. I011

the histAnte down range !he ;-titrants will tra- dater t very l ight Pre, Wpitat ion I' IC -'r

vel. rrosive eftort that even Itht Ptetil.It".
L% on the Shuttle file* when the vehicle I

K....V.
'Ia -- ' .err'.r. - w.,- i- %- %--ae'-- " r-



in to land at Mach 1. set of expert system software. thus providing a
real-time aid to mew as well as experienced fore -

a ,5.4 Analysis and Display System casters when uander normal as well as stressed

Conditions. The project will also provide aseys-
NAIThe fourth prong In our modernization effort was tea for training new weather forecasters fin fore-

to develop a weather analysis and display system. casting techniques for the endemic clistatologi-
The Cape Canaveral forecast Facility currently cal conditions at the Kennedy Space Center. The
containa over 12 Independent systems. The impor- existing forecasting expertise will be captured
tent point Is that all of these systems are In- by iicorporating the knowledge of the weathet
dependent; before a forecaster can make a fore- forecasting domain experts into an expert system
cast, he/she must physically move around the room sct of software."
to analyze, interpret and Integrate the data and
then correlate the data to make a forecast. 7. SUMMARY
Needless to say, this is both time consuming and
labor Intensive. What we want to do with our The problem that we have is with weather support
weather analyze and display system is take all of shortfalls for Shuttle operations. in partiuli
these Independent data sets and merge them into the landings, because of the spacial and temporal
one central location where we can display them accuracies required. The resolution to this ro-
for the forecasters. We expect to accomplish *blem has been a joint NASA/Air Force acquisition

* this ith our Meteorological interactive Data program with wohich we expect to minimize the let-
Dinply System (MIDDS). The MIMOS is based on pacts of weather delays on all licets of Shuattle
ic IDAS architecture where the acronym McIDAS operations.
stands for Man-computer Interactive Data Access

5-.System. It's a computer aided weather display S .' REFiEREOCES
system developed by the Space Science and Engi-

- veuiring Cettr (SSFC) at the Iotier'tv of Wict- (1985): Request for Prop"-.il 11FF
consin. One of the reasons that we went with ____1_0-2-0049-5 for the Weather Forecasting
SSEC io the 15 years experience they have in de.- Expert System Study,.1,,hn F. Kennedy

veloping thii weather display system. More im- Space Center.
portantly, hewever. are tho three years of ex-
piente they obtained by putting In the Centre- Erickson. J. E. * (1984): overview presented to
Itzed Storm Triforitntlon System (CSIS) at the the Meteorological Systems Modernizatii
Nai onal Severe Store Forecast Center Ini Kansas Program (MSM') Workshop,. Kennedsv Spave
('ity. CSIS Is a user friendly system that was Center. October 3-5. 19R14.
developed for the operational forecaster. Anoth-

41%er benefit of SSEC's McIDAS based system Is the Erickson. J. F., 3.L F. Boyd, and J. W. Oliver
fail that MIDOS will give us e state-of-the-art (1995): Meteorological Interactive, Daita
e'stet. ;,4 eal swthin two years. Addition- Display System (HInDS) Data liare. Pie-
I it 1. eXpd our commnications capabili- .. Inrnto. Ctnrncoltr

ties, tunt only locally hut also to the decision active Information And lroc,,.,in5i ms
makers at Johnson Space Center (JSC); It will for Meteorol?"ii_0cejnol1Fjphv. and_ H~ytro-
Provide additional data, especially with the im,- loM. ties Angeles, Amer. Mete-r. Son.
pr sd-, r. dar data capailIt twos Incorporated and 173-175
ne.ar real-time satellite data; it will improve
ouir short range forecasting capabilities; and Landsbarg, Hi., (1958): Physical Clivtoljoy.
probably a% important as all of the shove, It Cray Printing Co..* Do Bole. PA. 446 pp.
provides a strong technology foundation so that
as forecast models become available we'll be ahic Myers. T. M. and B. P. Boyd (19P5i): Status Re-
to Incorporate them into our system. Also. MIDOS port on the Upgrade of Weather Forecast
gives tis off-the-shelf technology so there's very Support to Shuttle Operations. Submitted

little In-house development effort to make the for Twenty-second Spate Congress. Cocos

~r. s-trm wtrk. MIODS system configuration is shown Beach. FL. April 23-26. 1905.

Oliver. J. W.. and Erickson. J. E. (19R4)! Met'-
h.. F1IIRE PI,.2S orological and Interactive Data Pitil.t

System. Proceedings Twenty-first Spatre
;1,e MiliiS is designied with a "Bottom Up" philos- Congress. Cocos Beach. Fl. 6-i5 - 16

'phy. This design allows easy modification of
ti711e skviten for tailoring to locally uinique sets. Sisioncic. A. A. (198J): Weather Support to th.

1heAl rea weather peculiarities and mission re- Space Transportation System. Prurritts
~~~It f tirem'tsG. fit this regard, the MSMP group host- Ninth Conferencv on Ai.'rogpiej i~eo

Iaw,,, -ihot a government and tinnnvei tity VPEOPIv nautlial Meteoro-logy. ftinaian. Ank r. M-,t

t .. i to assist in prepar..tb'n of ,S year or. Sric.
-n -'tt it Iv tit ii Ize pinlrctst~tiinerway and

1, 1. whit 1 I- n rentIV itvail htbe as "off-the- Smith, 0. E.. (.W. RAttS. annl J. A. 1-i11stt

* 'nt- It!,,II. stv. This plain hi, ietT'<ted ( )A.') Atnxsimphi nc (n tai'' S1 it I

!ai metpiered rhl,, stinmmer . As, of the writ ing t ics for the Space ShuttlIC MistI 1, 11 11 in

I. it -1 . Ie. KSC is ptoceF.;ing hlis for a nitig, NASA Technimil Pij's?_201 t

lote-n intl enther Fti,'rast ing kxpert Systems
v..luatt in and FeAlni'ility". 'nie stated final Suomi. V. FE.. R. Fox, S. S. Litsse And W. T

1 iectivii if the Weather fore atinlt Expirt Sva- Smith (t193): M IPtAS III: A M, d. i,. In
% tem pr Is '---sc aptiire the fitsus~ale/now- teractive Data Acness and Analvt,iv L;V,-

-sattig expertise anwl to hae it resident in ao tams. Y. _il.Appl: Mete~t.1.?i--
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